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ABSTRACT 
In 1958 Rinehart [4] discussed the derivatives of matrix functions by considering 
differences f(A + E) - f(A) for matrices E commuting with A. In that case the 
derivative turned out to be f’(A). In this paper the case of noncommutative A and E 
is treated. This leads to the Frbchet derivative of the matrix function f An explicit 
integral representation is obtained. Using an approach that is similar to the one in [5], 
a finite sum in polynomials of A is obtained. The coefficients may be computed 
recursively. This is useful in computing the Frechet derivative which is needed for 
Newton’s method to solve nonlinear matrix equations. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let f be analytic in the domain G, and let A be a k X k matrix with the 
set of eigenvalues X(A) such that X(A) C_ G. Then the matrix function f(A) 
is defined by the Cauchy integral [l, p. 3801 
Here J? denotes a closed curve such that the set h(A) is contained in r and 
the winding number n( r, h) of l? with respect to the eigenvalue h of A 
satisfies n( r, A) = 1. 
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In 1956 Rinehart [4] gave the following definition: 
DEFINITION. Let A, f, G, and I be as previously defined. Let S, be 
the set of all k X k matrices B with BA = AB, and Si the set of all B E S, 
with JJBJJ < 6 for 6 > 0 and a matrix norm JI.Jj. Let there exist 6 > 0 such that 
the following three conditions are satisfied: 
(i) f(A + H) is defined for all H E Si. 
(ii) f(A+H)-f(A)=HQ(A,H)forall H~SiandsuitableQ(A,H). 
(iii) for all E > 0 there exists q E (0,s) and a k X k matrix f’(A) such 
that H E Si implies \lQ(A, H) - f’( A)\1 < E. 
Then f’(A) is called the derivative of f at A with respect to S,. 
Rinehart proves that for A, f, G, and I as in this definition, the relation 
holds. 
In the following the restriction AH = HA will be dropped. 
2. AN INTEGRAL REPRESENTATION 
THEOREM 1. Let A, f, G, and r be defined as above. Let E be a k X k 
matrix with ((E I( small enough. Then for any natural number m we have 
f(A+E)-f(A)=&f(z) : (zz-A)p’[E(;I-A)p’]kd= 
k=l 
+ ~(ll~T’)~ 
Proof. If (JE(I is small enough, we have 
f(A+E)=&f(z)(“Z-A-E)-‘da. 
From the geometric series expansion we also have 
(1) 
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By combining (1) and (2) we get 
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=&j,(l’-A)-‘g (E(z~-~)-')~dz+~(llEll~~~). 
k=l 
Theorem 1 shows that the Frkhet derivative F( A)[ E] of f at A applied 
to the matrix E is given by 
(3) 
If AE = EA, we have 
F(A)[E] =( ~~~(~)(~-A)-~~~~E=~.‘(A)E. 
This is Rinehart’s result. 
For practical purposes another representation will be derived in the next 
section. 
3. PRACTICAL COMPUTATION 
The same notation as in [5] will be used. For easier reference the 
definitions and results needed here are restated. 
Let 
c(X) = k q-,x’, co= 1, 
r-0 
be a polynomial such that c(A) = 0. For example, c might be the characteris- 
tic polynomial of A. Let 
h_,(X)=O, h&)=1, h,(X)=Xh,_,(h)+c,, r =l,...,n. 
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Clearly 
h,(h) = c(X). 
If 
n-l 
H@, z) = c hn_,-l(h)z’, 
we have 
and also 
H(h,z)=H(z,h) 
(zZ-A)N(A,z)=(zZ-A)H(z,A)=c(z)Z. (4) 
Equation (4) is proved in [S, p. 1651. 
THEOREM 2. Let 
.- bWh,-,+,A’% 
r = 0,...,2n - 2. 
Then 
F(A)tEI = c Q,. 
Proof. Applying (4) to (3) yields 
f(z) 
F(A)[E] = &mN(A. z)EH(A, z)dz 
FRlkHET DERIVATIVE 
To compute the cx, we have 
THEOREM 3. Let 1/c2(z) = E~zO=2ndvz-Y be the 
l/c2( z) for IzI > M. Assume that f(z) is analytic in 
we have 
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Laurent expansion of 
IzI< K, K > M. Then 
and thus 
2n - 2 
i 
f ‘“‘(0) \ 
F(A)[El = c 
r=O 
5 -++,il 4, 
v=2n-r-1 * ! 
& = 2 h,-,-l(A)Eh,-,+,-1(A). 
Proof. We have 
= E f(“-‘-yO) 
v=2n (Y-r-l)! dV 
This implies the result. 
The sequence (d .) may be computed recursively. Let 
Then 
d,, = 1, 
d,= - 2 ~Sdy_-s (v> 2n). 
s=l 
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This follows by observing that d, = (1/2ai)~,[2”~‘/c2(2)] dz and for v > 2n 
Note that the Frbchet derivative is of the form 
2n - 2 
W)Pl= c 4m” u=O 
with suitable matrices A,, B,. For the use of Newton’s method one has to 
solve an equation of type 
2n - 2 
c A,EB,=C 
v=O 
in every step. This can be done with methods discussed in [2, 31. 
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